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'"'Tell the truth and don 't be afraid"

Boulay's bond
set at $300,000
Suspect showed no emotion in court
By DEANA POOLE

Wtll's friends and roommates attended
the hearing. The mood intensified and
emotions flared as Boulay was removed
from the courtroom.
While being escorted from the
courtroom, Miss Wtll's friends lined up
along the stairwell watching through tearfilled eyes. Miss Will's roommate
screamed at Boulay " Andrea was my
best friend, how could you take her away
from me?'' and ran down the courthouse
stairs.
Police were notified of the murder
after Boulay called bis parents in the
middle of Lhe night and told them
something was wrong. Boulay's parents
traveled to Charleston where he refused
to let them enter the apartment. Boulay
told b.is parents what had happened on
the Square and was then taken to the
police station.
Charleston police officers went to
Boulay 's apartment with his parents
where they discovered Miss Will's body
and a note written by Boulay, which
indicated his involvement with her death.
Coles County Coro(ler Mike Nichols
said lab tests are being conducted and
will indicate the time of Miss Will's
death. Nichols said the results will take
two to three days to be compiled. Lt.
Rick Fisher, cb.ief of detectives for the
Charleston Police Department, said
investigations are ongoing.

News editor
Circuit Court Judge Dale Cini set
bond at $300,000 Wednesday during the
initial hearing of an Eastern student
charged with the murder of freshman

Andrea F. Will.
Justin J. Boulay, 20. of St. Charles,

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
Justin 1. Boulay, 20, of St. Charles walks out of /he courtroom after his first court appearance
Wednesday morning. His bond was ::et at $300,000 and his preliminary hearing will be held on

Monday.

Funeral, visitation services set
By DEANA POOLE
News editor
Visitation and funeral
services will begin Friday for
18-year-old Andrea Will, a
freshman found murdered
Tuesday mo)lling.
Miss Will's visitation will
Andrea Will
be held from 3 to 8 p.m.
Friday at Yurs-Peterson Funeral Home, 209 S.
Batavia Ave. in Batavia Funeral services will be

held at 11 am. Saturday at the funerul home.
Miss Will. a marketing major from Batavia,
was pronounced dead at 5: 18 a.m. Tuesday
morning. Miss Will was born Feb. 6. 1979 and is
the daughter of Bruce and Patricia Will.
Miss Will also is survived by her sister.
Jessica. and her brother Nicholas.
Miss Wtll was described as "a soft spoken and
shy but very popular friend to many;• according
to the obituary provided by the funeral home.
Miss Will was a member of the Sigma Kappa
See FUNERAL page 2

returned to the Coles County Detention
Center after the judge determined "there
was probable cause for the continued
detention of Boulay."
Atty. Lonney Lutz was appointed by
Cini as Boulay's public defender and the
preliminary hearing was set for 9 a.m.
Monday in the Coles County Courthouse.
Lutz told Cini he will be requesting
Boulay's bond be lowered. Boulay had
not posted bond at deadline.
Boulay, a sophomore b.istory major
and transfer student from Elgin
Community College. was arrested and
charged Tuesday morning with the
murder of Miss Will . 18, of Batavia, after
Charleston Police officers discovered her
body in the bedroom of Bo ulay's
apartment. at 114 112 Jackson Ave.
Boulay displayed no emotion or facial
expression and his head remained low
while being escorted from the jail to the
courtroom by bailiffs and as be waited for
the hearing to begin.
Bou Jay's parents and some of Miss

Witness says Douglas just Minority applications ·
increase by 40 percent
wanted to 'scare' Ellison
By RYAN HILLGOSS
and JAIME HODGE
Staff writers
Marcus W. Douglas sat impassively
Wednesday as Brian Houston of the
Eastem's police department recounted
Douglas celling him on Jan. 4, 1997, that
Douglas, with Charles and Thomas
Drum, went back to a pond on Douglas's
property to "scare" Shane Ellison.
Douglas's trial began at 9 a.m. and
lasted six hours as 11 witnesses gave
testimony of the events that transpired
before and after Ellison's murder.
In the trial's opening statement,
Appellate Prosecutor Ed Parkinson said
Douglas was a wiHing participant and
facilitator of Ellison's murder.
"Marcus Douglas is one of three
murderers," Parkinson said. "Evidence
will show Ellison's last movements, how
he was killed and how the body was
disposed. Parkinson said Douglas was a
willing participant and aided and abetted
Charles Drum in the murder of Shane
Ellison.
"The murder took place on Douglas'

property, the plan was hatched in his
house and he supplied the hammers used
in the murder. He stood by while Charles
Drum strangled Ellison. The two Drum
brothers cleaned up in Douglas·s house.
And Douglas helped load the body and
dispose of the evidence."
Nancy Owen, Douglas's attorney, said
Douglas' fear of Charles Drum and fear
for his own life caused his actions.
Douglas had no idea he and the Drum
brothers were going to kill Ellison and
did not supply the hammers, Owen said.
Owen also said of the three pairs of
bloody jeans allegedly worn by Douglas
and the Drum brothers che night of Jan.
4, 1997, the pair Douglas allegedly wore
were barely tainted with Ellison's blood.
The three pairs of jeans were found in a
garbage bag in a dumpster in back of
Bob 's Eastside Package Liquors in
Mattoon. Two pairs of jeans were
covered with large amounts of blood and
dirt residue and the third pair was only
spotted with blood.
Witness Travis Hindman, physician
and forensic pathologist, examined
See TRIAL page 2

By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
The number of applications submitted
by prospective minority s tudents has
jumped up in numbers since this time last
year, according to a report from Eastem's
Admissions Office.
Dale Wolf, director of admissions, said
the highest increase is among AfricanAmerican students.
"We are up in applications received by
all four categories," Wolf said. " AfricanAmerican applications are up by 40
percent from this time last year; Hispanic
applications are up by 38 percent; Asian
applications are up 16 percent; and
American Indian/Alaskan totals increased
by two," Wolf said.
"We need to remember that we are still
only part way through the year, but it is
great to be ahead in several categories at
th.is point." Wolf said. "It's a good, solid
start. We have already accepted more
students in all three categories for fall
1998 than we did Jast year at this point."
Official numbers will not be available
until the 10th day of the fall 1998

'

'

It's good to have goals to
reach for, because any goal is
reachable if you keep striving for it."
·Dale Wolf,
director of admissions
semester, Wolf said.
Wolf said the increase in student s
applying can be attributed to aggressive
recruitment.
"We, along with the Office of Minority
Affairs, co-sponsored bus trips throughout
the state just to get people on the
campus," Wolf said. " We do these a lot
around open-house time because we have
a good product and things are going well.
We want people to see that."
Wolf said the Admissions Office also is
participating in special phone-a-thons and
extra mailings to get prospective students'
attention.
"We have also sent a counselor up to
the Chicago area to speak to mid-level
and junior high school students about the
See llNORfTY page 2
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Year 2000 problem
may cut flights in half
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) More than half the nation's
flights could be prevented
from take off at the turn of the
century because the Federal
Aviation Administration is
Jagging in its efforts to fix the
Year 2000 computer problem,
USA Today reported in
today's editions.
At a Congressional hearing
today, lawmakers planned to
quiz FAA officials on how to
address the glitch, which
results when computers cannot process dates after 1999.
The aviation administration
had anticipated it would
adjust the most critical of the
c omputer s ystems by Nov.
1999. But independent auditors s ay the FAA will no t
make the deadline and is only
7 percent through the

FUNERAL

upgrades now.
Rep. Steve Horn, R-Calif.,
who co-chairs the hearing,
told the paper that the problems threatens to ground 50
percent or more of flights.
"'There are too many question and too few answers ."
Horn said.
FAA officials insist that
safety will not be compromised, and they will arrive at
a solution.
A General Accounting
Office
report
and
a
Department of Transportation
inspector general critique also
will be released at the hearing.
On Tues day, the Hou s e
passed and sent to Pres ident
Clinton a bill authorizing
$456 million over two years
for FAA research and development programs.

frompageone

Lewinsky goes coast
to coast to avoid media

LOS ANGELES (AP) - As a
crush of reporters and photographers watched from the street, a
teary-eyed Monica Lewinsky
embraced her father Tuesday
outside his house in a homecoming she hoped would bring relief
from the media storm.
The woman at the center of
the White House controversy
jumped out of a car and hugged
her father. Dr. Bernard
Lewinsky. She didn't speak to
reporters but stood as photographers took her picture.
"She's going to have some R
and R with her father," Ms.
Lewinsky's lawyer. William
Ginsburg, told reporters.
She then went inside her
father's Brentwood home along
with Gin s burg and others.
Ginsburg
had said Ms.

throughout the day.
Shelly Flock. coordinator of
public information. said the Sigma
Kappa sorority is trying to provide
vans to drive members to the funeraJ. She said the nationaJ chapter is
trying to create a scholarship in
Miss Will's memory and other
chapters have showed interest in
donating money.

TRIAL
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Ellisot'l'<: body on Jan. 5, ·l 991. He ·
said the cause of d..ealh -~·as ,
asphyxiation strangulation and
blunt forced trauma to the head.
Hindman aJso noticed "perhaps
twenty head wounds" after shaving
Ellison's head to determine the
extent and nature of damages to
Ellison's head. The skull had a
hinge fracrure starting at the floor
of the skull that could have been
caused by blunt forced trauma,
Hindman said. He agreed with
Parkinson that the damages could
have been caused by 1lil 11 1/2-inch
claw hammer similar to hammers
allegedly used in Ellison's murder.
He added that Ellison's body
had multiple lacerations, abrasions
and contusions on the head, face,
lips and neck. Also fou nd on
Ellison's neck were marks compatible with a shirt allegedly used to
strangle him that was found tied
around his neck at the crime scene,
Hindman said.
Witness Captain Randy Ervin of

~A•••o•r
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Lewinsky wanted to come home
so she could avoid the circuslike
atmosphere of Washington.
But Los Angeles didn't
appear to offer much relief.
In the midst of the first major
El Nino storm. the Beverly
Hills-bred Ms. Lewinsky arrived
at Los Ange les International
Airport from Washington.
Dozens of news photographers pressed their camera lenses against the rain-streaked windows of the termmal to capture
her arrival. which was carefully
orchestrated to keep her away

from the media.
Ms. Lewipsky and Ginsburg
left the plane through a special
door and were driven away from
the plane.
A United Airlines employee
had stood in the aisle next to
them the entire flight and what
appeared to be security guards
also were on the plane, said fellow first-class passenger Peter
Bell of Williamsburg, Va.
About 20 news reporters with
cameras on the flight were kept
away from the first-class section.
Another crowd of reporters
staked out at her father's house.
The modern home - not far from
Nicole Brown Simpson's condo
-v.as guarded by police. Two
'·No Tres passing" signs were
placed on the yard.

======-===-====---- Cluttered house leads

sorority and was a former swimming instructor at the Harold Hall
Quarry ~each Swimming Park in
Batavia
A flower vigil will be held today
in the Lawson Hall lobby in
remembrance of Miss Will.
Resident Director Tiphnee Jones
said people can pay their respects
and drop off flowers for Miss Will

f rom page one
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the Lake ban<t•Coilege Poli~·o
DepartH1eJU, formedy a detective
of the Matcoon Police Department,
said he took Douglas from the custody of the police department back
to Douglas's residence in order to
search for evidence after Douglas
had signed consent for his residence to be searched.
Ervin said while he was in the
kitchen, Douglas said he had driven Charles and Thomas Drum,
Ellison and himself to a pond located about 1/2 to 1/4 miJe on his
property behind his residence. He
said after exiting the car, Charles
Drum immediately struck Ellison
with his fist. Douglas also said
Charles Drum threw a hammer at
and struck Ellison, who fell down.
Ervin said Douglas admitted to
have punched and kicked Ellison,
although Douglas said he didn't
know how many times. Douglas
said Charles Drum initially threw a
hammer at or tackled Ellison and
had threatened him not to tell

The Daily Eastern News

Flock said the Panhellenhic
Council also is considering renaming a current scholarship in Miss
Will's name.
Rock aJso said members of the
lnterfraternity Council met Tuesday
night and will wear "dress attire"
along with their fraternity and
sorority pins Friday in Miss Will's
honor.

poHce about a• fight that had
occurred earlier in the evening·
between Drum and Ellison, Ervin
said.
Charles Drum was allegedly
worried about a fight that had
occurred between he and Ellison
earlier because Drum had just gotten out of prison two days earlier
and would have violated his terms
of parole. Witness Melanie Fitt
said she had been with Drum the
weekend of Dec. 15, 1996 and
Drum had said Ellison bad "a payback coming to him. He's a dead
man."
After aJlegedly beating Ellison
with a hammer and kicking and
punching him repeatedly, the Drum
br others and Marcus Douglas
allegedly placed Ellison into the
bed of Thomas Drum's blue pickup
truck and drove south of Mattoon,
where they dumped Ellison's body
along the Illinois Central Railroad
tracks, j ust beneath the railroad
tracks.

to two Belleville deaths
BELLEV I LLE (AP) - The
house was so cluttered with
items a mother and daughter
collected that firefighters had
trouble locating the women in
the smoke-filled building.
When they did, both women
were dead of smoke inhalation.
Even using an infrared helmet,
maneuvering around the bags of
clothes and stored furniture
made i't ~ d1fflcult1 to find
Margaret Lehr, 82, and Carol
Lehr, 52, Assistant Fire Chief
BilJ Thien said Tuesday.
"You can ' t see stuff in front
of you," Thien said. ''It's not a
night vision helmet. I t just
locates temperature changes."
Firefighters found two smoke

MINORITY
importance of a college education," Wolf said. ''We want them
to know that college can be the
right choice for them."
He said the department fol~
low~ up on those junior high studen ts when they reach high
school.
"We make follow-up calls and
after that. we try to talk to students to encourage them in person," Wolf said.
Wolf said the goal established

detectors in the house but said
neither worked.
The women were known for
saving items. collecting everything from teddy bears to old
TV Guides.
"The who le hous e was
charred with smoke.'' fire Chief
Mike Hawthorne said. " There
was a weallh of items scattered
throughout the home that made
e'll'l'ty diffit:'ti1U' · :1u 0 b ( ,:,Jul
The fire probably S"taneo,.,Ri
the basement and may have
been sparked by faulty wiring or
overloaded circuits, Hawthorne
said.
Carol Lehr never moved out
of the Bellevi lie home her parents owned for at least 50 years.

frompageone
by the President's Council to
have a 12-percent minority
enrollment by the year 2000
remains reachable.
"To jump 3.5 or 4 percent is
possible if we keep striving for
it," Wolf said. "That's a big jump
to make in such a short period of
time.
" I t's good to have goals to
reach fo r, because any goal is
reachable if you keep striving for
it.''

ASSOCIATION OF COI414EGE UNIONS
INTERNATIONAL (ACU-1)
QUALIFYING TOURNAMENTS
(must have at least a 2 0 GPA to participate in either bowling orpool)

BOWUNG
Edikw In cl1iel ••••oo•••••••••••- •••••••ooooooooou•••Reagan Branham"
Managing ecitor·-··-······-·······---·..····--·Matt Adriall"
News ecitor...................................................Oeana Poole"
Assoc. news editor ·········-..
Jedlowskl'

·········-·-·····-··.Jill
:=i::r1or~:::::~::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::i~

Admtnis1rall0n edlor .....................................Justin Kml1dl
Campus eclllor............................................Heather Cygan

=~~-.;::::::::::::::::~~:::~~

Phclo edlor ....................·- ····--·..···········lkuya Kl.nta
Assoc. photo editor ...............................Ama Betmlberger

··-···--•····.Josll

Spons eotor _
HallleCIC
N;scc. sportS editor·····-···--..- · - Mall Wilson

Ve!ge ~or ................................... ._•. Racheal Carrulhers

Assoc. Vergeedrtor- . - -··-..JonalhonSwanson
Adwl1islng 119. - -..-·. ·--·-· _ ..Jason Yeung

~&~mgr -·-·················.Jennilar Evans

~&~mgr -··········-········- Mollo&ROS11
Sales 119.......................... - ............................hAie Koeller
Promo4lons mgr.--·--········-·-··-·····.Jodie Resedean
Student bus mgr ·-····-······-·············--·····Tnintan Gorrell
Assislant bos. fn!1...................................-Tonia Kodc8f
Asslslanl bus. mgr.. ·-·········-·-·..···-···············Belsy Jewell
General mgr.....
Robinson
Ecilooal adviser...... --·---·--··- .. - .........John Ryan
Publicattons acMsel ············-····-···········-· .....David Reed
Press suparviscll- .. ····--···-·····.Jchnny~
Olfice ID!r ····-····- ········-··········-····- .Sara Schnepel
ClasslheO NJ mgr. - - - · · - - Mossa 88dC
~onsmgr. .
Conley

·-·····-·····-·····--·············Glem

---··--··-Clleri

· - --

NIGHT STAFF
Night chief --······· ......
....-Reagan Branham
Nighl edilor.......... .......... ········--········..···.Joe ZU<owsld
N1ghl editor._...... _ ...................... ,_..........Matt Wilson
Pholo eddor- ..···- -······- ·- ·.Aooa Betzelberger

·-··----···- ·Lauren Kllft
Asst. night edilor ·-·················..··-····· ··· Draw Granger
Copy Cfe5k_ ........-·-·-·-··Deana Poole, Jill Jedlowsld
Asst. ntglll editor

MEN & WO MEN TEAMS
Bowl 3 Games- Friday February 6th 4:00pm
Bowl 3 Games- Sunday February 8th 12 noon
(Must be J>resent both days)
COST S7 for six games

BILLARDS
9 Ball Double Elimination by ACU-I Rules
Sunday February 8th 12 noon
COST $5
To sign up offor more info stop by the
Union Bowllng Lanes orCall 581-7457
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Current support system not
adequate for colleges, Weidner
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Staff writer
The need for more widely d istributed
technology sup port is on an increase at
Eastern because of th e advan cement of
technology throughout the world.
Vice P resident for Academic Affairs
Terry Weidner said Eastern's current suppor t system, Information Technology
Services, does not provide the deans of the
five colleges with enough support to keep
pace with the increasing demand for the
newest technology.
A new system will call for a distributed
support system that will provide personnel
to the five colleges with their different
needs. Weidner said.
··Instead of localizing. the new service
will fan out to all of the colleges to help
with the specific needs of each," Weidner
said.
"The new system will help faculty utilize
computer technology in the classroom."
Weidner said.
Weidner said the new system wiJJ require
that fee money be paid to the deans of each
college.
"The personnel that will be distributed
among the colleges to provide help are
called instructional support specialists."
Weidner said. ''They will help create a liai-

son between faculty, colleges and ITS.
Currently, if there is a problem that cannot
be dealt with, then ITS is in charge of fixing it"
"The problem is that if something goes
wrong, it is put on a list and then it is based
upon a first come, first serve basis. With the
new instructional support, the problem can
get taken care of right aw~." Weidner said.
The request for the funds needed to support this system came last year and was
approved by the Council of the University
of Planning and Budget.
"Currently Eastern is in the process of
hiring and planning to hire instructional
support specialists," Weidner said.
"Personnel aren't on boarcl yet, ifs all still
in the works...
"Eastern is not unique m the sense that
Lake Forest University is already using this
system." Weidner said.
Weidner said Lumpkin Hall, not the
newly-renovated Buzzard Hall, is probably
the farthest along regarding the new system.
"Buzzard has had a large amount of
advanced software installed but it's a mauer
of learning how to use all of it," Weidner
said.
"There's a lot more computer power in
Buzzard than there is assistance," Weidner
said.

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor

Hunting for a career
Steve Parcells, a speech communication graduate, talks with Bob Black, an employee
of Nutritional Advantage in Charleston, at the job fair Wednesday afternoon.

Speaker discusses voting policies Parking hours extended
By TONY SCOTT
Staff Writer
Currently, only 61to65 percent
of Coles County residents, including EIU students, are registered to
vote, said Betty Coffrin, Coles
County Clerk.
A new bill Coffrin discussed
during her lecrure,Wednesday, in
Coleman Hall will increase voter
registration Coffrin said. Coffrin
also explained ways Eastern students can participate in the voting
process.
Discussed during the lecture
was the recently passed Motor
Voter B ill or National Voter
Registration Act. Coffrin said
there are good points and bad
points the new bill, which registers
voters when they receive or renew
their driver's licenses.
Coffrin explained that driver's
license registration can result in
duplicate registration when renewing the license, non-U.S. citizens
registering to vote. and, in the case
of new drivers, underage voter
registration.
Because of those flaws, Coffrin
said it is the county clerk's office's
,... ..

responsibility to "weed out" the
bad registration cards.
The bill also helps voters register by mail, which also creates
some problems. These problems
include mand ating the clerk's
office to hold a person's registration records for two federal elections, even if they have moved
away or never vote.
Also, if someone registers by
mail, they are forbidden by law to
vote by absentee ballot their first
time voting and must vote in person, Coffrin said.
The bill. though, has a big benefit said Coffrin-it increases the
number of voters.
"One of the advantages of that
provision is that it has been proven
to provide the service to many
more people," Coffrin said.
Although many young people
have Lhe fixed notion that the
political world is strictly reserved
for older generatioiis, Ct>ffrin
commented that younger people
can get a start simply by being an
election judge.
Almost every step in the electoral process is handled through
the county clerk"s office, Coffrin

explained, including setting up the
polling places and training the
election judges.
'The whole process is handled
in our office," she said.
The process to put on an election in Coles County usually costs
about $40,000 irl tax dollars,
Coffrin said.
On-campus polling places for
the March 18 election will include
the Martin Luther Ki ng, Jr.
University Union and Carman
Hall, according to Coffrin.
Students can be registered to vote
in both their home county and in
Coles County.
To register to vote, you need to
be:
• 18 years or older by election
day.
• Reside in the county you are
registering in for at least 30 days.
• Be a U.S. citi7.en.
• Be able to show identification
at time of registration.
,
1
Coffriri said she is
looking · '
for five election judges for the
March election
three
Republicans and two Democrats.
The job will pay $70 and includes
a training session.

.--
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By CHRISTOPHER
MONTGOMERY

library lot restrictions will remain
in effect until 7 p.m. Osborne said
campus police ho pes to get the
Staff writer
library lot reduced to 4 p.m . as
The Campus Parking Division, well.
a section of tbe campus police,
"We want everythi ng as uniwill stop ticketing cars without foan as we can. The simpler it is,
staff parking pennits after 4 p.m. the easier it is to remember,"
on most cam pus par king lots. Osborne said.
Most signs lining the entrance of
Osborne said studen ts should
campus lots allow non-staff mem- remembers that , "we will still
bers to park there only after 5 p.m. ticket other zones such as 15Despite the s igns, the campus minute parking, fire lanes and othpolice will stop issuing tickets ers," regardless of the time of day.
after 4 p.m., with a few excepThe Campus Parking D ivision
made the informal time restriction
tions.
This change was sparked by move pending an official resoluseveral complaints from students tion by the Parking Committee,
who had classes at 4:30 p.m., but chaired by Campus Police Chief
could not park in the lots until Tom Larson. If the proposal is
after 5 p.m., said Sgt. Ron passed by the committee, the
Osborne, the general supervisor signs will then be changed to
for the day shift at the parking reflect the new hours. Despite the
division. Tbe parking division unchanged signs, the new hours
closes at 4 p.m., making day pass- are in effect and will stay that
es unobtainable for those students. way, unless the committee refuses
"It will make it easier for to pass the measure.
everyon~ involved," Osborne
Another proposed change that
has yet to be put into effect
said.
However. some lots will con- includes swapping 21 student/staff
tinue to have later hours. Four spaces near Buzzard HaJI for 34
food service lots - Andrews Hall, staff spaces one block away. This
Thomas Hall, Lawson-Taylor will increase student par.king by
Dining Facility and Carman HaJJ 13 spaces and move more staff
- will stay open 24 hours. Also. parking closer to campus.
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Samu~dams

Wednesday, Feb 11
"Playing with your hair"
"Talking with your hands"
"Can 't Make eye contact''
All of these nervous habits can keep you from
inter\'iewing well.
Lel Career Services help by videotaping you in a
mock interview.

You will see just what the employer sees!
Appoincmem Required!
Call or :;cop by Career Services

-
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Becks Dark

$

125 Bottles
Labatt Blue

Fri-Sat

Mon-Thurs
7pm-1am

5pm-tam

509 Van Buren

345-2380
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is your door to the EIU community.

A new look at Clinton's education reform
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University may lose
sight of selling points
with high enrollment
E
astern has set a new record for enrollment
for spring semester 1998.
Currently 11,028 students are enrolled at
Eastern. The more students that sit in classrooms at Eastern, the more money that flows
into university coffers. More money isn't a bad
idea, considering students could use a few
things like renovated dorms and other services.
The university also
has seen major increases in minority enrollment.
Increased minority
enrollment creates a more diverse learning
environment for all students, and the
University is stepping in the right direction
with its minority e.nr:ollm~nt camp~ign.
The univer&ity ~eqis. t~ jJe growing larger
every year, and while benefits may provide
some benefits for students, it may provide its
pitfalls.
Larger enrollment will slowly sap the limited resources of the university. One needn't be
reminded that in the past Eastern has been at
the bottom of the food chain when getting
state funding. The problem would only be
exasperated by further straining those
resources.
Only last semester, Eastern experienced a
housing crunch. As a result students were
sleeping in study lounges opposed to dorm
rooms. A survey of the parking lots reveal a
lack of convenient parking spots during the
week.
These problems aren't the singular result of
little state funding. These problems also are
the result of Eastern 's growing student population.
The problem could evolve into a lack of student parking space in the classroom and not
just the lot. Eastern is billed as a small, inexpensive university. With a growing student
population. the unh er<;ity may not be able to
live up to its claim.
·
The claim 1s that student get to know professors by name. The claim is that teachers know
the students by more than their social security
number. The claim is a better etlucation.
The administration should maintain the
physical size of the university to keep the size
of its ideological heart from _bursting.

Edi tO riaJ

''today's
There is moderation even in excess.

- Benjamin Disraeli

"Because of the things that hm·e
been done, we can make college
as uni1·ersal in rhe 21st ce11111ry
as high school is roday."
--President Bill Clinton
State of the Union Address
January 27, 1998

W

"Oh yeah, since I
already paid for
my own college,
.____________. can I get some
BRIAN ANDERSON
kind oifreFr,nd?"

hen Bill Clinton spoke
these words on the floor
of the House of Represent- Regular columnist
atives, there was resounding
applause on both sides of the
aisle. When he repeated them the next day at the
University of Illinois, thousands of college students
responded similarly.
Now I know we have all had a lot on our minds (Who
will Al Gore's VP be?, Will Hillary go back to the Rose
Law Firm?, etc.). So as penance for my involvement in
the right-wing conspiracy, I offer what T think are the
most probable results of this approach to higher education.

B.S.=G.E.D.
Wby does Clinton think we came to college? I came
because I was told that a college degree would give me
a competitive advantage over those without one.
By paying for and encouraging everyone to get a
degree, the president has moved the line in the sand out
a little further.
Oh yeah, since I already paid for my own college,
can I get some kind of refund?

The Insane Running the Asylum
There used to be an expectation of performance to be
granted a degree. Wich the focus now on quantity
instead of quality, students hold all the cards.
The funding system is set up to reward institutions
that retain the most students. How do you retain a student doing F-quality work? You give them a C.
Students who are supposed to be learning about
responsibility are instead taught that they can spend the
entire semester on the couch with a bong in one hand
and the Sega control pad in the other.
When it comes time for the asinine two-way evalua-

Next blood drive pits
Eastern against SIU
in donation numbers
To the editor:
The Eastern fllinois Blood Drive
Committee would Like to thank all of
you who helped made the December
Eastern-Campus blood drive a success.
We donated over 500 units of whole
hlood and over 25 platelets units to the
American Red Cross! We collected
about 250 PAl\~HERS FOR LIFE that
were delivered to se\•eral sen ices. hke
Ronald .McDonald House in Peoria
and C.E.C.A.R. and D.C.F.S. here in
Coles County.
Youi donations DO make a difference! \1r hole blood and platelets are
always needed and never in too much
supply. Right now, across the country,
the supply of blood products are very

:I"'

Lion procedure. prolessor:-. are
often forced to trade A's and B's
for tenure and promotions.

A Lesson in Supply and
Demand
Why does my doctor charge
$386 to check my blood pressure? Because he can.
If we have learned anything
from the effects of Medicare on
the health care industry, and we
haven't, it's that if the government is footing the bill, costs

tend to increase.
There is nothing in the legislation that prevents community colleges from doubling their tuition. Before they
were getting $1 ,500 from ·the student The president has
given them incentive to now collect $1,500 from the
student and $1,500 from the federal government.
What if they Held a War and Nobody Showed Up?
The United States military does not operate in a vacuum. Without warm bodies to enforce them, our foreign
policies are as worthless as a congressional subpoena,
or for that matter, a president's testimony.
Currently, many young people who want to attend
college earn that right by first serving our nation in the
armed forces. The president feels their pain. He never
really understood why people would want to go to war.
Iraq is much too dangerous anyway, right?

Looking Out for Future Presidents
This is the bottom line. White House interns come
from colleges. What if there are pretty girls out there
that are being left out of the candidate pool.
Besides, when Clinton whips out his presidential quid
pro quo on these girls, he needs the leverage of more
alternates to help them keep their mouths shut.
Whoops, I gotta go. MTV is having a rockumentary
on Ratt and I need to finish my 58th season of Madden
NFL98 before midterm.

-Brian Anderson, is graduate student and a semimonthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His email address is cubea@pen.eiu.edu.

your
low. Please plan to donate!
Your American Red Cross will be
back the week of Feb. 16th to conduct
the next EIU campus drive, the "EIU
vs. STU Blood Battle." The donor site
will be Thomas and Stevenson halls.
There will be FREE PIZZA and TSHIRTS for all donors. lf you cannot
donate. you may volunteer by calling
Chris (3392\ or Anne (3233).
We will also have apheresis
machme so those \\ho Look the lime to
donate platelets will be able to remain
part of that exceptional club. These
machines will be in Thomas Hall.
Rcmember·to cal1 for an appointment
before the 16th! (l-800-GIVE LIFE
and ask for "apheresis. ") Tf you wish
for more information or help, please
call 581-6383.

Don't miss the opportunity Lo GIVE
LIFE to another! Let's aU get out and
donate. and we'll beat sru this year'

Chris Kiefer
Eastern Blood Drive Committee
president
Letters policy
1he Dail) E<1stem News accepts letters
to the editor addrcs<>ing local. state.
national and intcrn:nional issues.
The) should be less than 250 words
and include the author"s name. telephone
number and address. Students must indicate their year in school and major.
Facull), administrauon and staff should
indicate their position and deparunenl.
Leners whose authors cannot be verified
will not be printed. Depending on space
constraints, letters may have to be edited.
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Senate tables computer usage issue
By AMY THON

the residence halls through room
and board.
Senate
member
Keith
Co-.entino. who voted against
tabling the resolution. said off-campus students have a responsibility
to find alternatives to residence hall
computer labs.
"When you move off campus
you take on different responsibilities and a different role as a student." Cosentino said. "When you
move off campus you have a different lifestyle."
Cosentino also said some students live in the residence halls for
the sole purpose of using those
computers.
Audience member Priscilla
Tinker, a senior English major, said
the university may not be able to
take responsibility for off-campus
students inside the residence halls

Student government editor
The Student Senate Wednesda)

tabled a resolution to allo\I. off-campus student' to use residence hall
computer lahs when off-campus
labs are closed by a vote of 25- J •
Senate members requested more
information regarding computer
technology fees to distinguish
which computer labs are funded by
student fees.
The resolution was proposed by
senate members Melissa Riley and
Justin Brinkmeyer in response to
student concerns off-campus students should ha\e equal usage of
computer labs. Riley said.
Audience member, Jackie
McGrath pointed out that the computer labs in re.,idence halls ace
funded onl) b) ~tudent who hve m

Happy Birthday!

because they do not live there.
The resolution wao; tabled at the
request of Halbert who said more
infom1ation \\-as needed before a
'ote was made.
"I think we need to table (the
resolution). get the information and
come back to it next week," Halbert
said.
The Student Senate also tabled a
bylaw change which would specify
the number of Recognized Student
Organization meetings senate
membl!rs have to attend each
month.
·we just wanted to make it a little more st:! in stone what the consequences arc as a way of insuring
senator\ are going to their RSO's:·
said senate member Melissa Girten.
She said the committee of internal affairs would check on the
attendance each month.

Hey Poppenga
twins! Get ready
for a great 21st
birthday weekend!

AB to revie~ senate's, own budget
By JOSEPH SANNER
Staff\\ riter
The Apporuon111eqt Board
tonight will go O\~r budgeb for
Student Senate <tnd itself during iL'
meeting.
The AB will meet at 6 p.m.
tonight in the Arcola/Tu-.col.1
Room of the Manin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The AB will begin discussing
the budgets for the senate and the
AB itself. The board could possibly
cul or approve the two budgets.

""We're going to see if anything
needs to be cut out of them, and if
-.o. \\here:· said AB Chair Ste\e
Z1elfn~ki.
The AB also \\ill discuss the formation of various subcommittees 10
\\Ork "'ith other fee-funded groups
that request money from the AB.
One subcommittee "'ill be
formed co work with the concert
committee so the AB can be more
informed of what it is doing.
Zielinski said.
·•with the spring concert coming
. up. we're going to work together

and hopefully help each other out."
said Zielinski.
Other subcommittees
he
fonned to work "'ith the fee-funded
hoards on campus.
The iet:-funded boards include:
University Board. Divio;ion of
Sports and Recreation. Dramatic
Performances, AB and Student
Govemmcnt.
One member of AB, for examp I e, v. ill work with the UB to
develop a working relationship and
belier communication. Zielinski
said.

''ill

Showa ' T1mH effective 1130-215
Sit SUn mltl In {lltlcllDJ

The Titanic PGt3
(12:00) 4:008:10 DIGITAL

HONO KONO HOUSE
~

'~
~ /.
i~

/

~t
If

:fl:Do -~

Best Chinese
food in town!

Half Baked R
(123.l 2:45J 4.~ 6:5>9:00

150518th St
Charleston

Spice Wortd PG
(11Xl 3:15) 5~ 7:4> 1():(lj

Deep Rt.Ing R

Beef w/ Broccoli

Moo goo gai Pan
Chicken & gartic spicy
Kungpaochickenspicy

The Daily
Eastern News
is your door
to the EIU
community

Any of these dishes are
$3.99 each w/ fried rice
exp. 2/11/98

Delivery
348-5941

Mon 4-8pm Tue-Thurs 11-9pm
Fri-Sat 11-10pm Sun 11-9pm

~,fongra tu[a tions-

(21q 511) 73' 10:10
Good WID Hunting R
(1 ~ 4:C> 7-zJ 10:00

M Good M It Gets PG13
(1:1514:10 7:0095>

Amistld R
12:45J 4:3> 7:Sl

0rut Expectation1 R
(1:E)4:~ 7:109:~-

Congratulations.New Pearls

A%A

Co119ratufations to tfte fad~ of.'ll{pfza Sigma 'Tau for
getti11!J first in grades!

4.0

Jtngie Ck.'~er

Rm!J LtCrone

!\(tlJan Connu
?\jlra :J{ifiJtn6erg

'Tami Long

Jiff!Martin
jOd!J Pauf.ey

3.50-3.99
Ju(ie '.Butflt

f

~

,I.

Jennifer 'Bus~
Sf,d{!I Conner
'l(ri.s (jfover

Jane :Harris
!/(!nu :Hempen
'1Je&:JJ :Jfi!JU6raruf

Julie Laclier
Jbn!f 'Martin
'l{.ack{!McCormick
>tnn Pauftk._
JenPofkow
Jenn!/ Scfirock._

(jinaSliaw
!Mimfy Sfuskr
'lJecfqj Smith
~efa'!Mr

JiU'Wielman
Afickfle 'WiUoc.{

3.00-3.49
Lin/say 'Barton
Jessica 'Befftlifk
Jennifer Caffou>a!J
.>tngie Carretta
'l(ristin Cfark..
Xflt!f Czccfi

Midrdk 'Domfiros/(j
5tm6er 'Dziegins/(f
Jamie 'EicJ:!neier
Lauren 'Eri~on

Jlrufi 'Jrank._

'l(aren (jilifemeister

!Monica qiks
:Jleili :Jfarseirn
'JVerufy :Jfepnu
~na :Jfuzfierger
Sliaron :Jfoulilian
-~!I :Jfuyear
'l(a tie 'l(afbfkiscfi
'l(a~ 1(ra66e

51m!J 'l(rilnu

(jinger !l(tntjrow

ceaa 'l{.eynofJfs
!Meoan !MacCaUum Laura 'l{.ujfofo
Aftfusa AfiK;ys
5tmarufa Scliaefer
Sfianrum O"l(µje
Ji1.ulra Sliarp
'Bren/a Pacynsf(f
Janette Smith
Jen Peterson
'J/akrie Stiltner
'1Je&:JJ Pofaruf
?\jlti 'Irapp
Sut'l{.emdi
Jt:nn}J 'llphojf
Cfianel!K.fntjrow
Lori 1\pna

• ... ,

an C\acc\o
ft\eG connor
ft\yra o\ckeY
Laura "man
Kara oo
Kell\ ferr'.!~~s
Kat\e Gaf11tchak
Shell\ G\~ead\eY

Gretch~tch\nos
Lora, 11ap\an
Kate"

Love, The Rubies
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Planning can eliminate many housing
Residence hall living:
headaches for off-campus dwellers The advanta

Legal services
give counsel
for students
MATT ADRIAN

"

..

"

I

o '

Staff editor
The roof has been leaking for three
weeks. The deadbeat roommate bounces
checks like a superball, and the landlord
wants the rent.
These are problems that can plague offcampus students and take their focus off
their schoolwork.
Many of these problems can be prevented with a little planning. William S.
Davis, Union coordinator of student legal

services, suggest that before students sign another common problem that students
face, Davis said. While many housing
a lease, they contact his office for advice.
Davis can read a copy of the lease and problems favor the landlords, the issues of
explain to the students their rights and health and welfare favor the lessee.
responsibilities under the lease agreement.
When students can't get a landlord to
Davis adds that students should not only repair the house or apartment, they can call
review their lease before signing, but also the building inspector. The inspector can
check for building code violations. and
look at their choice in roommates.
A common problem for students are have the landlord fix any infractions.
roommates that reftbe •10 pay bills or
Davis, sp-:e:ised that student:>...should \oqk
1 decide:. to • lea~ the living orranttement.
., for strong repair clauses in their lease
"It would be good for students to sign a agreement before signing it.
roommate agreement," Davis said. "It
Besides giving legal advice to students,
gives the roommates a better chance in Davis can represent the students in court
court.''
under certain circumstances. If the stuThe form is used to put in writing the dents are represented by Davis they won't
rent arrangement between the roommates. have to pay lawyer fees. All students pay
For instance. if one roommate leaves the for the legal services in their fees at the
apartment or house, that person must con- beginning of the school year.
tinue co pay rent.
However, students may have to pay
'The (agreement) allows roommates to court costs.
recover damages from ex-roommates,"
Student Legal Services is located in the
Davis said.
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Getting landlords to make repairs is

.,,..1".'11, •• sFER
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Apartments

345~2363
Cambridge and Nan'tucke't
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9th STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

Make a Viewing
Appointment Today!
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By JOSEPH SANNER
Staff writer

Living off-campus may be cheaper f
some students at Eastern. but there u.i
benefits to on-campus living not foU11
Qutside the residence balls.
.l:i:Aw )
The cost fur living in a r~idence
for one student is $1.866 per semesteut .
$3,732 per year. That includes a douli
room and approximately two meals a dms
depending on the meal plan chosen.
I
"That really varies on an individut
basis," said B ii I Schnakel, director i
housmg at Eastern.
o
Some students leave on the weekeotf
and require less meals during the wet
than other students, said Schnake!.
"The student that wants to eat more ~
pay more and the student that wants to oo
less will pay less."
b

1

STUDENTS you too can Live at Eastern•s
I

"'"'

'

~em.Jere

Student
\

Housing eommumty!
Completely Furnished
PATIOS & BALCONIES

wimming Pool
& 5undec;k

• Apt. for 2,3,
or 4 people
•Plenty of
Free Parking
Across from Carman Hall
• 24 hour
Maintenance
•Laundry
Facilitie s
2219 5. 9th St. • # 17 • Cha rlest on
Central Air

345-6000

News
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Communication key to good
roommates relationships
TAMMIE SLOUP
Staff writer

police. If a student does not wish to make
the call then a staff member from university housing can do it for the student.
Adjusting to roommates may be one of
"The student does have the choice
the most difficult situations students whether or not to press charges," Stokes
encounter but there are ways to deal with said. "We try and gel the student
problems that might arise.
involved and we will explain all the
"Adjusting to a roommate can be very options that are available."
difficult due to the fact that students have
Stokes believes that students know that
different lifestyles," said Assistant Direc- violence is unacceptable and they undertor of Housing, Michael Stokes.
stand that.
Situations very seldom
"We can combecome violent at Eastern _ _ _C_o_m
_m
_
u_
n_i_
c_
ati_o_n~is_t_h_e_ pare the amount of
but when roommates ' '
violence and arguing
begin to have serious
key. Do not assume that between roommates
problems, there are steps
you know everything to the amount in our
that they can take to about each other."
society. There's no
resolve them, Stokes
more violence here
said.
than there is in our
"The first thing a student
_ Michael Stokes society. And most
should do is approach the
problems
arise
resident assistant. If the
Assistant Director of Housing because of a lack of
R.A. feels like the situacommunication,"
tion is too difficult to banStokes said.
dle, the associate resident
When problems
director or resident director can step in," arise between roommates, the process to
Stokes said.
resolve them is filtered through a series of
Situations that go beyond that will be levels. The resident assistant should be
brought to university housing and the the first person notified of a problem,
housing administrators will try and handle then the associate resident director or resthe problem. Stokes said.
ident director is notified. After that, the
"At that point, we usuaUy have the stu- area coordinator will be contacted. The
dents compose and sign a roommate con- three area coordinators on campus are the
tract," Stokes said. "The students set north and south quad coordinators and the
their own guidelines and come to a com- Carman area coordinator. Finally, if the
promise. If the contract is violated, the problem still isn't resolved, the university
housing administration will deal with the
appropriate actions will be taken."
These occurrences are rare, usually only situation, Stokes said.
one or two situations a year ever reach
"University housing tries to provide
that point, Stokes said.
rationale, we don't try to .overrule,"
"The contract gives students the chance Stokes said.
to ~sll , i~ out_, lt ArQ~iQe§ .a ,way iQ iJ;i~I"-·
Resident assistants in every dorm conpret their'"J>Toblems. and' ge't it down on duct special programs every year that
paper," Stokes said.
approach roommate difficulties.
The one thing that Stokes stresses is
"Through these programs, we
that students need to sit down and talk to hope to help develop students' needs and
each other.
provide means of compromise," Stokes
"Communication is the key. Do not said.
assume that you know everything about
"All problems between roommates are
each other. If students can do that, higher treated the same as the next." Stokes
involvement will be diminished," Stokes said. "We do not consider one problem
said.
more serious than the next because any
According to Stokes, if a situation does problems that arise are obviously serious
turn violent and a student is threatened, to the student and that is how we will
the first thing to do is call the university treat them."

may outweigh the cost
fficial surveys have been complet• furnished rooms
the costs of off-campus living, but
• paid utilities
el said he has met students who
• decreased travel expenses
en able to live cheaper that way.
"If you have a job on campus, you
seen some students that lived off- won 't have a lot of extra transportation
~ who have eaten nothing but expenses," said Schnake!.
butter and saved money that way,"
Al though off-campus living costs. on
hnakel. .
.~ ""u "',"'u;Ju ;J .,, ; "!- ithe surfa~. Ipay ~~ ~owet thal) resfdg a·fte·shman semmar, Schnake! dence hall living costs, it may not be, said
dents attempt to compare on-cam- Schnakel.
ing expenses to off-campus living
Utilities such as telephone, cable, water
s.
and electricity are not always included in
st of them demonstrated that it was the monthly rent for off-campus students,
pensive than on-campus Jiving," said Schnake!, and furniture and travel
hnakel.
expenses should also be added into the
u can probably find it cheaper to equation.
"You add all that in and the big cost
-campus. but you_'ll miss out on ~he
ges that come with on-campus hv- saving isn't there," said Schnake!. "Oncampus living isn't for everybody, so comof those advantages include:
pare your options, look at some alterna-campus telephones
tives before you leave (for school)."
sic cable plus HBO

----.----.RENTAL
r'!

SUPERMARKET
All Kinds of Apartments & Houses

Townhouses
~

for 4 or5

Houses
~

for 3 or 4

3 Bedroom Apts
~

for 3

2 Bedroom Apts
~
~

for2

1 Bedroom Apts
forl

Efficiencies
~

forl

10 & 12 month leases

~21.

Pick up the complete list

1512 A Street
In the mailbox on the front step

----- -----

WOOD REAL ESTATE

Independently Owned and Operated

•

Tobacco Emporium
820 Lincoln Ave # 4 Charleston
345 .. 1053
Hours 7am ..8pm Mon..Sat, 12pm..5pm Sun

February Cigarette Specials
Marlboro $1.00 off a carton
$1.88 per pack

Plus Many More Specials!
Premium Cigars
Macanudo
Don Tomas

Montecristo
Don Diego

Specialty Cigarettes
Dunbill
Djar um cloves
American Spirit
Sampoerna cloves
Nat Sherman All Na'";ural
PACKS
regular $1. 96
generic $1.66

CART ONS
regular $19.19
generic $16.60
doral $13 .60

Surgeon General's Warning: Cigarette smoke contains Carbon Monoxide
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
820 LINCOLN 348-n46

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT- Discover how to
work in exotic locations, meet fun
people, while earning a living in
these exciting industries For
employment Information, call·
517-324-3090 Ext. C57381.
216
s-='.::'TA"'""F""F::-'."N"'."'.:E:-:E:-:D:-::E:-:D-1-NS-M-ALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts available.
Flexible scheduling also available. No experience necessary.
Paid training Is provided.
Applications may be obtained at
CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston II 61920
E.O.E.

FOR RENT: Large 2 bi.droom
apartments. close to campus. furnished, laundry facilities, central
air. For 3 or 4 people. Call 3498824 (9-5) or leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2119
FOR RENT: Large 3 bedroom
house, close to campus. trash
pick up provided. For 4 or more
people. Call 349-8824 (9-5) or
leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .2119
1 2,3 bedroom apts. Close to
campus. Call for availability Old
Towne Mgt. 345-6533

SUMMER OF 1998 ONLY: Few 2
and 3 bedroom units available.
Fully furnished mid-campus locations. Call 348-0157.
2112

2BR/2 PERSON APTS. @ $420$490 per month. 10 or 12 month
leases. Start June or August. C21
Wood, 345-4489, Jim Wood, broker.

HOUSE 10 mo. lease avail. Fall
98-99 for 5 students. All modem
amenities. 345-9355.

CAMPUS RENTALS Apt for 2 or
3 girts. Easy walk to campus. 10
mo lease. Call 345-3100 between
3-9p.m
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _2112

CLOSE TO CAMPUS House
need 3 non-smoking females for
98/99 yr. $235/mo plus utilities.
Call 348-6248.
~.,,,...,,,...,,,.......,,....,-.-,--,-~.,----216
THREE CAN LIVE CHEAP,
SECURE, .COMFORTABLE. 3BR
apts for $165 per person. C21
Wood, 345-4489, Jim Wood, broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2111

----------~4

8 persons- furnished, large lawn.
One block from O'Brien field. Call
Howard at 348-7653.
------~---514
FURNISHED
BASEMENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT. $275
month . Utilities furnished . 3453834.
_ _ __ __ _ _ __ 214

=----------5/4

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN' TO
GET YOUR INSIDERS GUIDE
TO FINDING AND OBTAINING
GRANT MONEY CALL TOLL
FREE 1-888-730-ROJO

Make Money
SPRING BREAK COMING-Need
extra cash? Sell Avon. Call 3454197
235-1544.
_ _or
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ 2123
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK Raise
all the money your student group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
FUNDRAISER on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation. so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.
_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _215

,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514

CRUISE & LAND TOUR
EMPLOYMENT-Earn
to
$2000/month. Free world travel
(Europe, Caribbean, etc.) Our
service recommended by US
News/World Reports. (919)9331939 ext. C221.
313
A..,.,_LA.,...,S:-:-KA-:-:--=EM:-:-::-PL:-0=-:Y-:-:M-E=-N-T..,..-E,...a-m to
$3,000/month 1n fisheries, parks,
resorts. Airfare! Food/Lodging!
Our seMce recommended by US
News/World Reports. (919)9331939, ext. A221.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/3
WANTED RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS to market/manage
Citibank promotions on campus.
Make your own hours. No travel.
Earn $400+/ wk. Call 800-9320528. ext. 117.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _214

Wanted
WANTED; Computer operators,
proficient in pagemaker or quark
express Must have excellent
keyboard skills. Please call 3459194.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _2111

Help Wanted
COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE SUMMER (6/21-8120).
OUTSTANDING BROTHER/SIS- '
TEA SPORTS
CAMP ON
LARGEST NEW ENGLAND
LAKE. SEEK SKILLED COUNSELORS FOR LAND, WATER
SPORTS, ARTS. EXCELLENT
SALARIES. ROOM, BOARD
AND TRANSPORTATION PAID.
INTERVIEWS
AVAILABLE.
COME SEE US ON CAMP DAY,
214198. ROBINDEL (GIRLS} 888860-1186, WIN AUKEE (BOYS)
8 0 0 - 7 9 1 - 2 0 1 8
www.winaukee.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _214

For Rent
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. $235/ mo. 12 mo
lease, no pets. Call 345-3148.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
APARTMENTS furnished. Trash
p/u included. 2 blocks from campus. Call 348-0350.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNiSH~O.HOl.J.SES for SS-99
school year. No pets. $2351 mo12 month lease. Call 345-3148.
514
=-D.,,.O""R-M-,S:-1z=E=D,....,,..R,,..EF-R-IG_E_RA_TOR.
820 LINCOLN 348-n46
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514

COUNSELORS ANO WILDER·
NESS TRIP 1.EAO.Eli\S NEE.QEQ
for Wiscorisin camp. Good salary,
room and board, transportation,
great training. Cail 1-800-4801188 and come see us at the job
fair
on _
Feb.
__
_2._ _ _ _ __,214

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,514
THREE & FOUR BEDROOM
house & apartments, close to
campus. Call 345-6621
-,:-:-,..,.,-".'"'.=-:-=-c=-=-::::-=--~5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
GREAT LOCATION 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514

HELP WANTED FOR 27 YR.
OLD DISABLED MAN in
Charleston. No experience
necessary. 5 hrs./day. Feb. 16·
28. Bathing, dressing, & toileting
required. $6/hour. Contact Mike
Jones 348-5822.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
Forests, Beach Resorts, Dude
Ranches, Rafting Companies,
Nationwide openings Call
(919)933-1939, ext. R221.

_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ 313

The Daily Eastern News

Name: _________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Under Clessiflcatlon o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad. _ __ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Payment:

0

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Cash

0

:l Credit

Check

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student

0

ONE BEDROOM UNFUR·
NlSHED ALL UTILITIES PAID
EXCEPT phone and cable. NO
PETS and NO PARTIES. 3456759.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514
FOR RENT 6 BEDROOM, 2
BATH HOUSE. Completely
Remodeled. Hardwood floors .
new kitchen, no pets. $220/person P/U Call 708-386-3240.
----------'5/4
FOR REN~ 3 BEDROOM
HOUSE, Spacious Rooms, No
pets $225/person p/u 708-3863240
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
MCARTHUR MANOR APART·
MENTS now leasing Fall '98 2
bedroom furnished apt. 3452231 .

__________SM

1 BEDROOM APT: for one /two
furnished, great location. $400
includes utilities. 10 mo. lease for
98-99 345-4185
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 214
VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM for
3·4 people. Fully furnished. Near
Buzzard Building. Call 348-0157
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2111
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT fully
furnished, large private sun deck
near Old Main. Call 348-0157

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2111

NEW 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH,
washer/dryer, garage. Available
in June. Responsible People only.
No pets., No parties. Call 3488821.
' w ~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _216
EFFICIENCY, CLEAN, NEAT
AVAILABLE MAY & August.
Responsible People only. No
pets, No parties. Call 348-8821.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _216
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, garage, available May. Responsible people
only. No pets, no parties. Cail
348-8821.
___________216
AVAILABLE FEB. 1ST. Male to
share house. Utilities, cable ,
washer,
dryer
furnished.
$280/mth. $150 deposit 3481036.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 2110

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form

no. words/days

CAMPUS APTS. 2-3 BED·
ROOMS FOR 2-3 GIRLS. Call
CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100
between 3-9 p.m
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 216

Yes 0 No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or In bad taste.

B
=-~R~IT~TA~
N~
Y __,,,
R~
ID
~G
-E
-TOWN-

C":::-c="""."'.::"-="=~::-:-.,.----216

LEASING FOR FALL 1,2. and 3
bedroom furnished apts. No pets.
Call for appointment 345-7286.
216
G""="R~EA
~T,,....,,.ST~U
~D~E~N~TH0USE
--FOR

POTEETE
PROPERTY
RENTALS-Four and five bedroom
houses and two and three bedroom apartments available. Nice,
clean and updated. Call now for
best selection for 1 998-1999
school year. 345-5088.
.....,,..,,..,.....,.....,,...,,..-.,....,,.-..,.-,,---2117
2 BEDROOM ON THE SQUARE
Water and garbage included.
Rent discounts available .
$420/mo. 345-'3479.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514

APARTMENTS FOR RENT. Best
value. Close to campus. Two
bedroom, nicely furnished apartments. 250 each for 2. Ten month
lease. 348-0288.
---.,......,...----- 2112
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX. NICE,
On campus, 2 at $235 or 3 at
$175.
345-2730.
_ _Call
__
_ _ _ _ _ 216
3 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR
CAMPUS, 4 people needed. 345·
2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
7 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 7
GIRLS. 1 blk from campus.
Washer & dryer, parking, trash. 9
month lease. $180 month. 3480710 after4 p.m.
2112

O.,.-N,_E_B_E~D.,...R_0.,...0..,..-M-A-P-A_R_T-MENT

FOR RENT across from
Pemberton Hall. 348-0006.

__._____

2119

4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Nice.
W/D, south of square. $780 per
month.
Call
345-2730.
___
_
_ _ _ _ _216
FALL 4, 3, 2 BEDROOM HOUSES, 2/3 bedroom apartments.
Close to campus 348-5032.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,314

1 BED, WATER, HEAT, TRASH
INCL. $250/mo. 345-2171. 9
a.m.- 11 a.m.
216
LA,...,..,S""TL"""Y...,..·-9""'TH...,.....,&_G,,_RA_NT_A
_P_A.RT·
MENTS 1-2 bedroom unit Fully
furnished, free parking, free
trash, central AC, laundry, dishwashers. Don't miss out. Call
Today! 345-5022.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _215

31 What debaters

debate
1 Ruth stat .
4 • Juhus Caesar" 32 South Africa 's
Paul
role
Kruger
s Tray cheese
33 Scrapbook
13 Bad end
pastings
14Takeout 34 "The
(borrow)
Producers"
15 Ancient city,
director
home of St
39Messup
Nicholas
16 Longtime Israeli 42 "Spiders• '
diplomat
43 • . in tree·
17 "Loverboy·
47
It
may
be
pulled
singer, 1984
over someone's
19 "Peek-a-boo
eyes
girl" of 40's
50 Ufe Saver flavor
Hollywood
21 Californ1a·s Fort 51 lnsured's
contribution
22Endof - 52 Watchmaker's
unit of thickness
23 Sum up
27 About-faces
55 Computer hnk.
29Ahead
for short

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2111

NOW LEASING OUR NEWEST
Apartment Complex- 1st time
available August 1998. 3 bedroom furnished units, free parking. free trash, central AC, laundry, dishwashers. Call 345-5022.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 215
ALSO AVAILABLE- EXCLUSIVE
ATRIUM APARTMENTS Only a
few left. 3 bedroom furnished
units, free parking. free trash,
exercise room, hot tub, central
AC. laundry, dishwashers. Call
345-5022.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 215

.

OWN ROOM IN 3BR house
washer/dryer, big screen TV
$180/month plus utilities. 345·
4496
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2113
PARK PLACE-Three Bedroom
apartment, sublessors wanted for
summer. More into? Call 348·
6156.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2112

us clip,_s~= =
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY What's Poppin Night today at the Que
House. Call 348-6480 for the times and for more details.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION meeting today al
6 p.m. 1n the Kansas room. Ade Coker from TRIO Program will be the
guest speaker. Everyone needs to attend. Bnng a frilind~
ROTC Lab today at :t200 hours and 1530 hours m McAfee Gym.
BDU's, boots, field jacket, and gloves.
RHA weekly meeting today al 5 p.m. m Weller Hall lobby. Don't forget wear pajama to meeting tonight. Person who looks like they just
woke up the most winsll
FAITH MULTICULTURAL PEER MINISTRIES Bible study today at 7
p.m. at the Wesley Foundation Come learn about Jesus.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT meditation
today at 7:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall 313. Tonight we will be doing medl·
talion. Everyone welcome. please be prompt!
EAST CENTRAL EIU READING COUNCIL & EIU STUDENT READING COUNCIL dinner and meeting today in the University Ballroom,
MLK Union. Dinner (6 p.m.) optional, program (7 p.m.). Literacy &
Ready to Learn Public Television Programming. Ms. Denise Pipkin,
WEIU·TV
SCEC meeting today at 6 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium room 1501 .
A.H.S. meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Mart1nsv1lle room.
LATTER DAY SAINT STUDENT ASSOCIATION Institute class today
at 5 p.m. in the Hentage room, MLK Union.
EIU WOMEN'S RUGBY practice today from 6-7:30 p.m. in McAfee.
GAMMA PHI Pl CHRISTIAN SORORITY Informational today at 6
p.m. in the Paris room of the MLK Union.
KAPPA DELTA Pl meeting today al 7 p.m. in Lumpkin 017. Gems
from Convo presentation.
INDIGO Informational todaylrt Y p:m in'th'e· 1\~}lneffcatf ci.11~
Center. We encourage everybody to come out fo meet new peop!e
and learn more about our organization.
HAITI CONNECTION meeting today at 8 p.m. in the Newman Center
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 12:05 p.m. in the
Newman Chapel. Newman Chapel is located on the comer of 9th and
Lincoln Ave.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Black & Gold committee meeting today at 6:30
p.m. in the Oakland room. All committee meeting and pageant contestants-must attend.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run tree of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-orofit campus organjzational event. No parties or tundraising actlVi·
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Da1/'j
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Cllp by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Fndav
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible Of
contains conflicting 1nformat1on WILL NOT BE RUN. Chps may be edited 10!
available space.

sa Dixieland star
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Emmy-winning
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Olympic hockey players need to keep off Sudafed
NAGANO. Japan (AP) _The
ers routinely use Sudafed to
chief drug tester at the Winter increase their energy. The medicaOlympics has a simple warning for tion contains pseudoephedrine.
~'HL players competing in che
which m large enough amounts
games: Stay off Sudafed.
acts a~ a stimulant. It is banned by
The commonly wsed. over-chethe IOC but not by the NHL.
coonter cold remedy contains an
"l chink che Sudafed tSsue will
ingredient that's on the Intema- be a problem for this tournament,"
uonal Olympic Committee's list of Ueki said. 'This is not new. ft has
banned substances, and Dr. Makoto been banned previously."
Ueki believes some hockey players
NHL officials. aware of the
problem, conducted pre-Olympic
will run into 1rouble because of it.
"Sudafed is not an accepted
testing on che 125 players who will
~ubstance," said Ueki. director of
be participating in che games
lhc roe drug testing laboratory. "h and reported no use of the subb prohibited, even for colds. It canstance beyond the recommended
not be used."
dosage for treatment of colds and
Sports Illustrated reported last
flu
~eek chat 20 percent of NHL playThe NHL says its rouune drug

tests have not tume<l up any use of
the substance beyond the recommended dosage for treatment of
colds and flu But even that amount
would be enough to disqualify a
player in the Olympics.
"I am .-.hocked and dismayed at
the irresponsible statement by the
IOC chief Olympic drug tester,"
said Dr. Dave Lewis. the joint
director of the NHL-NHL Players
Association substance abuse and
behavioral health program.
"We have developed a program
of education and testing for our
players, working closely with the
IOC medical director, Dr. Patrick
Schamasch, based on extensive
testing. using the be~t laboratories,

following Olympic standards ...
said Lewis, who works al Anacapa
Hospital in Port Hueneme, Calif.
"I have no concerns about NHL
athletes participating in the games
in Nagano"
Even a small amount of pseudoephedrine would be enough to
disqualify a player in the Olympics.
"We've gotten all the warnings
of the approved and non-approved
stuff," said Steve Yzennan of the
Detroit Red Wings and the
Canadian Olympic team. "We can't
take any cold medication It's tough
because you always get a cold in
the wintertime. It's bard to go to
sleep when you're all stuffed up
and then you're tired the next day."

Canadian goaltender Martin
Brodeur of the New Jersey Devils
said: ··It's tough when you're sick
and you can't take what you want
to get better. But the compromise is
worth it to play in the Olympics."
Until now, few NHL players
have participated in the Olym-pics.
One who did was goalie Andy
Moog. who played for the
Canadian team in 1988 at Calgary.
He was identified by Sports
Illustrated as one of five Montreal
players who routinely take Sudafed
before games, whether they have
colds or not
Sudafed has never been a problem in other Olympic hockey
tournaments.

LOSSfrompagel2----------- Canseco joins Blue Jays

those scorers with six.

Eastern shot 41 percent on 24ot-58 sbooung. Eastern went 10for-16 from the charity stripe
Garbova hit on five of her six free
lhrows. But the Lady Panthers did
001 get to the line that often.
C.Omparanvely, Tennessee State hit
on 18-of-24 free throws in the

game.
The Lady Tigers hit on 5-of-8
free throws in the last four minutes
of the game, while during che same
time period, Eastern did not see the

charity stripe.
Tennessee State freshman center
Tamara Washington went perfect in
six .-.hots from the line in the game.
leading the Lady lig-ers in scoring
with 14 points. Junior forward
Schronda Moore scored 13 on the
night for the State. while Hassell
and Holloway each scored 11.
The Lady Panthers were actually more accurate in shooting than
the Lady Tigers. Tennessee State
shot .329 for the night. The teams
came up fairly even on the boards.

Eastern pulled down 44 rebounds
and State grabbed 43. Both teams
did most of their work on the
defensive end of the floor. with
Eastern taking 36 defensive
rebounds and the Lady Tigers 30.
The loss temporarily drops the
Lady Panthers behind the Lady
Eagles of Morehead State fo r
fourth place in the OVC. If the season were to end today, Morehead
would be hosting the Eastern m the
first round of the conference tournament.

TORONTO (AP) -Jose Canseco,
who has a history of hitting long
homers in the SkyDome. agreed
Wednesday to a one-year contract with the Toronto Blue Jays.
Canseco, 33, will get a
ba~esalary of about $750,000 and
the chance to earn $2.25 million
in performa nce bonuses. T he
injury-prone outfielder and designated hitter made $4,725,000
last season with Oakland, hitting
23 homers in 108 games.
Canseco batted .235 with

74 RB is.
Toronto was lase in the AL in
1997 with 654 runs and a .244
team average. and lost Joe Carter,
who became a free agent and
signed with Baltimore. Carter led
the Blue Jays last season with
102 RBis.
In addition, first baseman
Carlos Delgado probably will
miss the first two months of the
season following arthroscopic
surgery on his right shoulder Jan.
19.

classified advertisin
Sublessors

-

For Sale

Announcements

SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDI1991 PONTIAC LEMANS 4AT~~1lPJ RfJ!SAl!\Q...Sl.l,9,(1.J;>Wfl, m~J:!iA.@ p\{\y!'!r""NEW.lti.[P.li,i.4
beaioom, in nlCe 2· '!n! house, battery, muffler/exhaust, brakes
WU rent very negotiable, 1306 A Great Condition. MOVING MUST
SELL! $3,500 O .B .O Call 348Ca!I 348-5844 or (847)4876309
1984.

2127
l MALE SUBLESSOR SP98.
Near Buzzard Short-term lease.
348-0157.

can

·~-------2116

Roommates
ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED
!=OR 2 BEDROOM APT ON
"AFT Beautiful furnished apt. wl
asher/dryer & huge bedroom
5220 mo. + 1/2 utlhties. Pets preL Call Shana 345-1305.
_ _ _ _ 2111

Lost & Found
LOST PUPPY-3 month old black
ind tan, sheppard rottwerller mix,
st

on

1/31, name rs Kelsey,

'!la!OOn collar. If found please call

345-0197 Reward
215

Adoption
OOPTION IS A LIFE.TIME OF
~VE Professor dad & stay-atsoaal worker morn long lo
tome parents All the things
w want for your baby·love, len:lemess respect, all of life's pos1ties including college· we
ant too. Let's lovingly plan
ether a happy & secure future
IJI your baby. Please call Barbara
Joe toll free at 1-800-484-7983
code 9655

1..,..,=-=,,..,,..-,,-..,.---:-~2116
OPTION· Professional wife
Id like to adopt an infant. This
d will grow up 1n a home surnded by love, laughter, and
mess. Please call G L. and
ny at our toll free number.
00·894·817 9 or contact our
mey at 1-80().265-4848
2110

For Sale
ATHER BIKER JACKET.
ly worn Paid $150. Sell for
• Call 348-6373
i----------==----215
EO TRACKER, 1993, 4WD,
000 miles, hard & soft top,
'C,(rare), red w/blk top, mint
rtlon, $8,900, 348-7719 after
p.m.
i----------215

---

216

1987 ESCORT GL, RED, STANDARD
TRANSMISSION.
Excellent MPG Good cond1Uon
Call leave name and number.
217-463-1616.
____________ 2111
83 CHEVY CELEBRITY P/S P/B.
2 new tires. Good Cond. 900 obo
235-3878.
2111

Travel
SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOING!!! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida Group discounts & Free Drink Parties! Sell
5 & go freel Book Now 11
Vlsa/MCfDfsc/Amex 1-800·2347007 http://WWW.ondlesssummertours com

~----------'316

SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOINGlll Panama City beach·
front hotels from $99' 7 nights
beachfronl Da ly Drink Parties. &
Free cover at best bars'
Visa MC/01sc/Amex 1·800·2347007. www.endlesssummertours.com.

MOM'S HAS GREAT FUNCTIONS! We provide the mother
bus, DJ, and superdeals!
Avanable Mon, Tues, Wed nights.
Thurs, Fri, 4 o'clock club. Dave
345-2171 9 a.m.-11 a.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2116

Announcements
REGISTRATION FOR MOCK
LSAT EXAMS·Deadline Feb. 5 to~
info call 581-6220, 581-2656, or
348-1867. First LSAP on Feb. 7.

215

-PA_R_TY_B_A_R_N-AT-R-IL_EY_C_R_E.EK

Personals

CONGRATULATIONS TO KELLY
WIECZOREK OF SIGMA KAPPA
on getting rilr1ned to CLINT
MITCHELL We're so happy for
you . Love. Buttz and Harvey

HEY SIGMA NU BIG MAN BASKETBAL-L: Great Vu:to~ Way to
k1clfsome bUttl Keep It up"
--215
EIU WOMEN 'S BOWLING
TEAM: Congrats on 1st place at
the Notre Dame tournament. I am
so proud of us! Love, Vogel.

215

TOKENS.CARDS.CAND~AND

STABLES! booking for Spring
break parties in February. Small
groups welcome Call M~ Ed 3481424

PLENTY OF GOODIES. WE
DELIVER LOCALLY AND SHIP
'EM UPS. ORDER EARLY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2112

CONGRATULATIONS TO JENNIFER GUGLIOTIA for making
the 1998 Homecoming Steering
Committee. Way to go! Love all
your Sisters in Kappa Delta

Personals

TAMMANY OLSEN OF ASA:
Congrats on getting one of your
articles printed in the Phoenix.
Keep up the hard work! Love your
Alpha Sisters.

ORDER A VALENTINE BOUQUET FOR YOUR SWEETY AT

1/2 PRICE OFF ALL WINTER
CLOTHES. JUST SPENCE'S
1148 6TH STREET. OPEN
TUES·SAT 1 :30-5:30 P.M. WE
ALSO BUY• 345·1469.
~-216
REMEMBER YOUR VALENTINE
WITH A GIFT FROM CALLIOPE
COURT. Sale items this month
include candles, candle holders,
oll lamps, drted flowers,
seashells. cigars & more!

TO THE NEW MEMBERS OF
SIGMA Pl: Congratulations on
pledging the best house on campu sl I can't wait to meal all of
you! Love, Niki.

---------.2/5

KELLY WIECZOREK OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on gelling penned to CLINT MITCHELL
OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 215

- - - - -~--=---·2/5

--215
SHELLY GLATCHAK
AND
AMANDE LOVECAMP OF ASA.
Get well soon! Love, Your Peart
Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.215
SAR-DOG- Have fun at formal. I'll
miss you this weekend Love·
Roomie.
.215

Doonesbury

2/5

TO THE _A
_L_P_H
_A
- -K-A- PPA
PLEDGE CLASS OF DELTA TAU
DELTA: Thanks tor the beautiful
serenade! Love, Heather.

_________215

TIM HADZJMA OF LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA: Congratulalions on lavalienng SARAH ULBRICHT OF
TRl·SIGMA. Love, Bob & Jamie

~-,...-,---...,...-,-----,-·215

Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
It pays to advertise 1n the Daily
Eastern News, so go on over to
Buzzard to place those ads
Immediately.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _00/HA

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
I /:XYV7C4R&
IP )(kl PO HAve
7D Re.515N FOR.
7HCGCXXJOF
me C(){JNTm:
IU 813 'lHfil?E
~YOIJ

=-=----=------,-=--..,...,.,..,,,.316

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK'
Break away to the hottest action
1n Florida. Where guys meet girls!
One of the newest motels on the
ocean, AAA-rated. beach volleyball, pool and wet bar open 24
hours. B.Y.O B· STUDENTS only!
Call
1·800-682-0919
http:Jlwww.daytonamotel.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _316

\ r

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Announcements

Personals

BY MIKE PETERS

TED'S Is now booking FUNC·
TIONS for the most space and
the cheapest overall pnces. Great
Specials, and DJ included Cati
Howard at 345·9732m Courtney
at 581-8210 or Heath at 345·
4496 for more nto, and bookings.

2120
THE PLACE- An alternatrve to
the college bars. Mon· 12 oz
drafts 75 cents, Tues- lad es night
& 50 cent drafts Budhghtlhte, S1
Rail Drinks not dead D.J.,
Wayback Wed's- live D.J.- music
from the past, Thurs-Free pool.
Fri & Sat- Not dead D.J. 8 m1 E
on Rt 16. For more info call 3498613 or for ride Info 348-RIDE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2112

KARMA MI RAf\JDA
•
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Penn State bulks up on defense
STATE COLLEGE, Pa.
(AP)- After caking a beating
on the defensive side of the ball
late this season, Penn State
recruited some beefy linemen
from the nation's high schools
and, according to one expert,
did pretty well.
'Tm not going to rank this
class in the Top 10 nationally,"
said Phil Grosz, publisher of
G&W Recruiting Report. "But
it's a solid class. They needed
to gel defensive linemen with
size and they did."
The class of 2002 will also
have tw o to p-rated national
prospects: li ne backer Shamar
Finney from Shelby, N.C., 'Nho
announced on Wednesday he
would altend Penn State, and
Eric McCoo. a running back out
of Little Silver. NJ.
At least tour defe nsive line
players were expected to s ign
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with the Lions on Wednesday,
the first day recruits can sign
letters of intent. The university
does not release the names.
Grosz puts two of those at the
top of his list: Tim Falls, a 6-5,
275-pound, tackle from Damascus, Md.. who was named to
The AP all-state team this year,
and Anthony Adams, a 6-1,
295-pounder from Detroit who
turned down offers from Michigan and Michigan State.
On the offensive side of the
ball, the Lions picked up tight
end R.J. Luke, a USA Today
and Parade All-American who
caught 44 passes for 711 yards
and eight touchdowns his senior
year in Aurora. Ill. McCoo ran
one o f the faste s t times e ver
recorded in the 40-yard dash at
Penn State"s summer camp:
4. 27 :.econd s . He was the
Gatorade player of the year irt

New Jersey.
Right behind him is Larry
J ohn son, son of t he Lion
assistan t coach of the same
name. Grosz called him one of
the most underrated players in
the nation . At State College
Area High Sc hool, Johnson
broke several rushing records
while gaining 2,161 yards and
scoring 30 touchdowns.
Both runners will be needed
to replace All-American Curtis
Enis, who left the team in
December after admitting he
accepted gifts from an agent
and broke NCAA rules.
The offensive line also got a
couple of big additions: Gus
Felder of Berwick. Pa .. and Eric
Ri ckenbach o f Blackwood,
NJ .• both weigh in right around
300 pounds. And West Cheste r· s Tyler Valoczki is five
pounds heavier.
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game. The only way to remedy
this is to return to the level of
play that produced such scores
as Eastern 88, Morehead 64 and
Eastern 74, Austin Peay 54.
O f course, Morehead and
A ustin P eay are now in the
past, Eastern having played
both teams twice this year.
And the two teams tied for
second in the conference.
Tennessee Tech and TennesseeMartin. lie in wait.
To gel back on the right
course, the Lady Panther's need
an infusion of offense as soon
as possible.
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Super Hawk

Now serving Lunch 1 Oam-4pm
7" & Soda 5 3.50-Carry Out Only
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Introducing the all-new 1998 Honda Super Hawk.

~i

• Powerful double overhead cam liquid-cooled 90-degree
996cc V-Lwin engine.
• Twin side-mounted radiators to keep it running cool.
• A light, 423-pound dry weight.
• Swingarm pivot runs through the rear of the engine
case, allowing Hondas exclusive twin-spar aluminum
frame to be very lightweight and contributing lo the
VTR'.s razor-sharp handling.
• Stylish and sleek half fairing.
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The

Team.
The final recruit inking her name to play for
Eastern is the lone outside hitter picked up.
Heinmann.
She was a member of the 1996 Breese Central
team that won the Class A championship and
was named Post Dispatch and News Democrat
Player of the Year in 1997.
Besides volleyball, Reinmann also competed
in track and was a three-year basketball starter at
Breese Central.

Klein stressed a better distribution in scoring.
In press conferences following the last two home games, he
bought up the need for more
p layers to s te p up and contribute.
l e isn't as if the playe rs
aren't being given the chance to
perform.
As the Morehead game
shows, Klein and his staff are
more than ready to substitute if
someone fails to perform.
The Lad y Panthers' slide
threatens to take them out of
position for a home playoff

345-3919
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keep the ball out of two-time
OVC Player of t he Week's
hands. And they have done a
fairly good job of it.
Aldrich had three total points
against Mo rehead and l 0
against Eastern Kentucky.
Another reoccurring theme
in the last three games is unbalanced scoring.
In each of the last three losses, one Lady Panther has scored
in the neighborhood of 20
points.
But each of those performances was pretty much all the
offense for the Eastern.
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Conference pick.
While Ralston player from Williamsville High
School. senior middle hitter Lorri Sommer, she
gained one back in Hahn.
Hahn i s the all-time kill leader at
Williamsville.
While at Williamsville, Hahn was named the
team MVP, Best Offensive Player and Best
Defensive Player. She was also a two-time pick
Lo the Sangamon County All-Tournament Team
and Mt. Pulaski Fall Festival All-Tournament
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· Surprise your valentine _ . _. "'J
with a bouquet
·
of flowers!

Come see the new 1998 Honda Super Hawh. The pe-iject bike
for cruising the Autobahn or a scenic byway near you.

OWEN HONDA
417 M adison
C harleston, IL
(2 17) 348-5500

Panthers invade Blue Raiders
By MATT WILSON
,\ssociate sports editor
The Panther basketball team
looks to extend its six- game
11inning streak when it hits the
.econd leg of a three-game
Tennessee road trip, this time
'topping at Middle Tennessee.
With a victory at Tennessee
State Tuesday night. Eastern
improved its Ohio Valley
Conference record co l l-2 and
are in a first-place tie in the conierence with Murray State.
One-half game back of these
1wo teams is Middle at 10-2.
"This is a big game for both
teams," Middle head coach
Randy Weil said. "If you drop
one game. you're out of the
race:·
In the first meeting between
1hcse two teruns. Eastern came
away with a 85-74 victory in
Charleston.
"EIU played well the first time
11e played them, and we've got to
play our best to beat them," Weil

said. "EIU has a good basketball
team; they've played in a lot of
close games, which is the sign of
a good team."
Eastern just stopped one of the
nation's longest home -winning
streaks last Tuesday when the
team beat Austin Peay. and it is
going to have a chance to do the
same at Middle. The Blue
Raiders have a 14-game home
winning streak.
"Most teams play better basketball when they're at home,
because there's a real home team
advantage in basketball," Weil
said. " It 's not like football or
baseball when you p lay on a
field. Hopefully we can play better at home than we did there."
As a team, Middle is scoring
an average of 71 points per game.
This places the Blue Raiders fifth
in the OVC in scoring offense.
Eastern ranks second m scoring offense, compiling 1,482
points for an average of 74.1
points per game.
The Blue Raiders are led in

scoring by sophomore guard
Freddie Martinez, who is averaging 13.5 points per game. This
percentage places him in eighth
place in the OVC.
Martinez is most dangerous
from three-point land. He is 5 lfor-113 from beyond the arc for
an average of 2.57 per game.
The other double-figure scorer
for the Blue Raiders 1s senior forward Alyton Tesch. After missing
all of last year with a knee injury,
Tesch has bounced back this year
to average 12. 7 points per game.
Tesch has also shown some
good rebounding skills. as he
leads the team with an average of
8.2 per game.
Even with these two scorers.
Weil said no individual stands out
on the team.
·•our strength is we play as a
team. and that is Eastem's also
because they play well as a
group," he said ... (Kurt) Cuffie
has done well this year. he's
stayed away from injury and is
doing well."

1412 4th St.

345-7849

Charleston

Drink Specials
Bud Light, Miller Lite, & Coors Light 16 oz drafts... $1.75
Woodchuck Cider......................... reg. $2.95
Special $2.50

Karaoke
Night
8-lOpm

LUNCH

- Pulled Chicken Club..................... $3.95
- Pasta SaJad. ................................... $2.95
- BBQ or Lemon Chicken............... $7.50

DINNER

- Smoked Chicken Breast. ..............$6.50

AILL USED CD's
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$5.98
TODAV -ONLY!
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he team in sacks and was First-

1

Team All-NIC 9.
Another position Spoo wanted
10 improve on was bis wide receivWt H.S. I Comm. College
name
Pos Ht
er position. He did just this when
Will Bumphus
WR 6-1
1'85
Warren Central (IN)
\\'ill Bumphus, a \.\ ide receiver
Cecil Chatman
OL
6-2 300
Pattonville HS (MO)
from Warren Central High School,
Obino Coley
Evanston HS
08 5-10 l65
,1goed with the Panthers at the last
Julius Davis
QB 5-10 170Harper HS
second.
Okori Edwards
Ben Davis HS {IN)
l8 6-0 210Bumphus is a real speedster, as
Kevin Hill
DL
6-3 260 '
Naperville North
he won five state championships in
Andre Jones
RB
6-1 23Q
Kirkwood HS (MO)
Matt Joseph
WR 5-9 145
1rack. Three of those were with
Lincoln-Way HS
DE
Carnell Martin
King River CC (CA)
6-3 240
relay teams, and the other two
Greg Miller
LS
6-3 24S
Parkland CC
11ere individual.
01 -'.z.6-3 280
Merced 0: (CA} ,
/ihotlter pp~ CW1i3 )mprQv.ed by • Harley Napier
011
Matt Robinson
6-3 105
Charleston HS
1he recruiting class was at quarterTony Romo
QB 6-3 7.0S
Burlington HS (WI)
back. since he lost senior Mike
Scott Scholl
DC 6-4 250Harlem HS
Simprnn. Another out-of-state
Phil
Taylor
RB
6-2
Mt.
Zion HS
200
player Spoo picked up was a quar1crback from Burlington, Wis.,
Tony Romo.
"\Ve set out to get two high school quarter- would prefer the older guys" Spoo said "Cecil io;
backs, and we were successful in doing that," not for the immediate future, but he will play
down the road."
Spoo said.
The Panthers will also have the services of
"He's a good sized guy with a very good
defensive back Obino Coley and linebacker Okori
release.
He's a point guard on the basketball team, so Edwards.
Coley comes from Evanston, which is a place
he's got a Jot of skills."
Spoo also got a hold of a local player, as run- Spoo has always tried to recruit from.
"We've tried to recruit there (Evanston), but we
mog back Phil Taylor from Mt. Zion will play for
haven't been successful. I'm glad we finally got
Eastern next year.
Taylor rushed for over 4,000 yards in his somebody," Spoo said.
"He's not a big guy, but he's big enough. How
career, with 2, 146 coming hi!. senior year. In
1997, Romo scored 23 touchdowns and led Mt. far he goes his first year I don·t know, but he will
provide some good speed on special teams."
Zion to the second round of the 1997 playoffs.
Edwards was a First Team All-Metro, First
Another position Spoo needed help in was the
offensive line, since he lost three of his starters Team All-Midwestern Interscholastic Conference,
First Team AU-Marion County and First Team
from last year.
One of the players he got back was Cecil Bloomington, Ind., Herald Big State All-Star.
"I like him a lot, he's not that big of a guy, but
Chatman from Pattonville, Mo.
'"We needed some offensive lineman, and we he runs extremely well and bits well," Spoo said.
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The women of
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JON KONECKI
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Local boy one of 15 football recruits
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor

DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

Lady Panthers
need to get back
on right track
The Lady Panthers have had
some problems of late.
Once standing proud in first
place in the Ohio Valley
Conference. Eastern's women's
basketball team has dropped 10
fourth place in the standings due
to a three-game losing streak.
Only a win over Morehead
State, also in fourth place. keeps
the Lady Panthers in position to
host a first-round playoff game.
But right now, hosting a playoff game should be the last thing
on the Lady Panthers' minds.
The offense has been decidedly lacking for Eastern as of
late.
In their last three games. the
Lady Panthers have scored just
146 points. an average of just
under 49 points per game.
Eastern hit on just 53 shots in
Jts l:lst tHrcc gtlH1~s. THe Lady
Panthers took I 76 shoh over
that span. gi\'ing Eastern an
average of .30 l from the floor.
Eastern head coach John
Klein has stressed ·the need to
hit the outside shots , but the
team has yet to comply. Against
Morehead State, the Lady
Panthers made several substitutions rotating in just about every
member of their backcourt that
was healthy enough 10 play.
Yet with the entire guard
corps getting into the game. the
Lady Panther backcoun scoreu
just 11 points. Eastern's guards
shot 6-of-24. 25 percent from
the floor.
The shot:. were there. Eastern
found \I. ide ope ti sh o otrng
oppor1uni11es in the games
against Morehead and Eastern
Kentucky. but could not find the
bottom of the net.
Klein said the team was impatient on offense. He said his
team was too quick to take the
shot instead of moving the ball
around to open up the inside
game.
But even a shot taken quickly
should fall more than 25 percent
of the time. Especially if you are
open.
But what of the women in the
middle? While their teammates
were chucking shots from the
cheap seats, what were senior
forward Allison Lee and sophomore center Leah Aldrich doing.
The answer is not much. At
least not much more than fighting for position and trying to
shrug off a ton of defenders.
With the success of Aldrich
with in the last few weeks, the
Lady Panther post players have
found themselves marked.
Teams have packed the area
under the ba sket , looking to

See GRANGERpage JO

The Panther football team had 15 recruits
ink their names to play football for Eastern
next season.
"We did a better job with the whole process," Panther head coach Bob Spoo said.
''With the contacting. visitations 10 schools
and borne \'isits, the coaches did a great job
of getting and staying with the guys."
If you look at the stats, Spoo said this is
one of the better recruiting classes he's had.
"You never know until they get here, but
on paper they looks equal to or better than
other recruiting classes,'' he said.
Of the 15 recruits. 12 were prep players
while the other three were junior college
transfers.

Of the high school recruits, Spoo picked
up one player from Charleston. defensive
lineman Matt Robinson.
He was a two-year starter for the Trojans
and was First-Team All-Appolo Conference
last season.
One of the three junior transfer Eastern
got was defensive end Camell Martin. Spoo
said one of the reasons why the transfer
from King River, Calif. Community College
was his mom lives in Evanston.
"He his coming from a California JUCO
system, and he came here to get closer to
his mom," Spoo said.
"He's a speed guy for as big as he is.
He's a very good athlete and he will help
with our pass rush ability."
One of the positions Spoo wanted to
improve on 1s the defensive line. Spoo said

the coaches did a good job of doing this.
"We probably have had one of the best
defensive line class. rm really pleased." he
said.
"We went into it (signing season) wan!·
ing some defensive lmeman and we came
out with one of our best recruiting classes.
We wanted to get some older players. and
three out of chc five we got were JUCO
players. the ocher two are down lhe road
players.''
In addition to Robinson, Spoo picked up
two defensive lineman in Kevin Hill and
Scott Sholl. Hill. from Naperville Nonh,
v. as the Chicago Tribune First Team All·
State and was First-Team All DuPage
Valley Conference.
Sholl is from Marchesney Park and led

See RECRUIT page 1I

Hard times continue for Lady Panther team
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The home of country music played a downbeat tune for the Lady Panthers Wednesday as
E<t-,tem's women's
hasketbal 1 team
fell 10 Tennessee
• Men's team takes
State. 66-61 in
on Middle Tennessee
Nas-hville.
Lady
Tiger Thursday night.
senior guard TeqSTORY page 11
uila Holloway and
junior guard Cari
Hnsscll combined for thlOO fule throw iU tl1e
last '.!3 seconds of the game 10 give Tenne:-.see
State the v. in.
1be Io's was the fourth straight for the Lad)
Panthers. dropping them 10 7-6 in the Ohio
Valley Conference and 9-12 overall.
The Lady Tigers ended a losing skid of their
own 10 even their OVC record at 6-6. The five·
point victory over Eastern was Tennessee
Slate's first in their last five games.
The Lady Panthers spread out the scoring
somewhat in picking up their 61 points.
Sophomore center Leah Aldrich led all scorers
with :! I points . Senior forwards Barbora
GarbO\ a and Allison Lee added 13 and 12
points respectively.
But chat wa., about all the scoring the Lady
Panthers woulu get. Only three other Eastern
pla)er.; would :i_corc points in the game. v.ilh
sophomore forwaru Kate Atkinson leading
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IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Lady Panther senior forward Barbara Garbova moves to the basket in Monday's Joss to Eastern
Kentucky. Eastern extended its losing streak to four games With a loss to Tennessee State
Wednesday.

See LOSS page 9

Ralston has four new players ink name to contract
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
The football team was not the
only team that had recruiting
day today, as four players have
committed to play volleyball for
the Lady Panthers next year.
"We're very excited; this is a
good class," Eastern head coach
Betty Ralston said. "This is the
first class to commiu about two
weeks ago, and that is the nicest
thing. Glenn (Kiriyama) did a
great job recruiting."
Kim DeMage. Marcia Hahn.
Amy Heinmann and Leslie
Pzekvas will all suit up for the
Lady Panthers next year.
"They will be used as immediate replacements; we lost four
four-year starters. and it will be
hard to replace them," Ralston
said . "They seem to be ready to
step in and challenge for a position right away. That will be a

1998 Panther volleyball recruits
name

Pos

Ht

Kim DeMage

MH
MH
OH
MH

5-9
6-0
5-9
5-1 I

Marcia Hahn
Amy Heimann
Leslie Pn:ekwas

big key."
Ralston said the four players
have potential to replace the
four-year starters the Lady
Panthers lost.
"They' re a stronger class
coming in than when the (last
year's) senior came in," she
said. "The area that will most
help us is they have club experience and played tough competition year round.''
Of the four players signed,
three of them were middle hitters.
The only recruit who was not

High School
Red Bud HS
Williamsville HS
Breese Central HS
Lockport HS

a middle hitter in high school
was Heinmann.
"Kim is a Httle short to be a
middle h\tter, bu1 she's got a
great jump," Ralston said.
"Sherry Austin is a senior who
is a middle hitter, but we played
her on the right side last year.
She did play middle in the OVC
tournament.
..Whether she will play middle or outside will depend on
how much these four step up."
The one recruit Ralston
expects good things out of is
Pzekvas, who was a middle hit-

ter trom Lockport.
"'She can be a starter righ
a\\ ay. she's very, very good.
Ralston said.
Pzekavas was named to the
All-Tournament Team at lhe
Nike Challenge, which selected
six players from 24 schools in
six states. Pzekavas was also a
two-time All-SICA Conference
pick and was named First Team
All-Area by both the Chicago
Sun Times and Daily Southtown
Economist.
DeMage was a four-year let·
ter winner in volleyball at Red
Bud High School. Besides let·
tering four years in volleyball
she also lettered four years 10
basketball.
As a volleyball player
DeMage was selected the Player
of the Year by the Waterloo
Clarion Journal in 1997 and was
a
two-time
All-Cahokia

See FOUR page 10

